Booz Allen Cyber4Sight® for Splunk fuses Booz Allen’s human-derived intelligence with the power of Splunk’s analytics-driven security to deliver actionable threat insights.
THE CYBER4SIGHT DIFFERENCE: ANTICIPATING AND COUNTERING RAPIDLY EVOLVING THREATS WITH ADVANCED TRADECRAFT

TRADECRAFT DRIVEN
Booz Allen’s well-honed legacy of intelligence tradecraft provides the human touch to Splunk’s Enterprise Security platform. Booz Allen’s Cyber4Sight analysts deliver the context and knowledge needed to understand the risks they face now and in the future.

AUTOMATED CONTEXT
Cyber4Sight is continuously and automatically updated, culled from over 170,000 targeted sources from the open and closed internet to provide analysts with the latest threat-centric intelligence.

ACCELERATED TRIAGE
Cyber4Sight allows analysts to detect and triage long lists of potential threats with greater precision and speed by easily integrating cyber-threat intelligence directly into their environment.

INTELLIGENT ECOSYSTEM
Cyber4Sight is a living, adaptive learning ecosystem that gives cybersecurity professionals greater power to detect and manage threats, and anticipate the adversary’s next move.